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Abstract

I estimate characteristic-sparse stochastic discount factors (SDFs) for the cross-section of expected
returns via cardinality constraints. Each resulting SDF is the best feasible SDF of K assets
chosen from a given panel of N assets. Characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated in this manner price
the cross-section quite well and better than both sparse SDFs estimated via the lasso or elastic
net and factor-based SDFs. The cardinality constrained model’s specification is also much more
amenable to economic interpretation than specifications working with factor transformations of
asset returns. Overall, the results indicate that small, parsimonious, and characteristic-sparse
SDF specifications are a viable approach to explaining expected returns despite the rapid growth
in the number of firm characteristics associated with cross-sectional variation in expected returns.
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“We have a lot of questions to answer: First, which characteristics really provide

independent information about average returns? Which are subsumed by others? Second,

does each new anomaly variable also correspond to a new factor formed on those same

anomalies? . . .Third, how many of these factors are really important? Can we again

account for N independent dimension of expected returns with K < N factor exposures?”

Cochrane (2011)

1 Introduction

This paper estimates characteristic-sparse stochastic discount factors (SDFs) for the cross-section of

expected returns via cardinality constraints. Cardinality constraints produce sparse solutions by

specifying the exact number of characteristics in an SDF. Each resulting SDF is the best feasible

SDF of K assets chosen from a given panel of N assets. The cardinality constrained model for

SDF estimation addresses each of the questions raised above by John Cochrane. The K out of

N assets included in a cardinality constrained SDF are the panel’s K most important portfolios

for asset pricing purposes. When the panel of N assets represents the returns associated with

firm characteristics, the K assets chosen by a cardinality constrained SDF tell us which of the

characteristics are most important for the determination of expected returns. This is an answer

to the first questions above. The N −K remaining characteristic portfolios answer the following

question. Although cardinality constrained optimization is not a formal test of independence,

characteristics selected via cardinality constraints are similar in spirit to statistically independent

characteristics. Each selected characteristic is chosen because it offers more information about risk

and return to the SDF portfolio than the panel’s other characteristics, after conditioning on those

characteristics included already in the SDF portfolio.

The paper’s stochastic discount factor formulation answers the second and last questions, too.

The paper’s cardinality constrained stochastic discount factors are specifications for traditional

multiple factor models. Each multiple factor model’s factors are the characteristic-sorted portfolios

selected for inclusion in a cardinality constrained SDF. Factors selected for inclusion in a cardinality
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constrained SDF are particularly attractive candidates for multiple factor models. Covariance with

a factor chosen via cardinality constraints, like any factor, will explain variation in assets’ expected

returns. Moreover, we have that a factor chosen via cardinality constraints has expected returns

and covariances that are sufficiently stable over time to make the factor well-suited for inclusion in

a mean-variance efficient portfolio.

The paper’s cardinality constrained optimization approach to selecting characteristics and

describing returns is a formal statement of the third question as an optimization problem. Given

a panel of N characteristic portfolios, the K < N portfolios chosen for inclusion in a cardinality

constrained SDF are the panel’s K most economically important characteristics for empirical asset

pricing purposes. This is also a direct consequence of the paper’s cardinally constrained stochastic

discount factor approach.

Several approximations of cardinality constraints are available for performing sparse estimation

and optimization. The lasso from Tibshirani (1996) and elastic net from Zou and Hastie (2005) are

by far the most widely used, empirically successful, and computationally tractable approximations.

Both the lasso and elastic net produce sparse regression coefficients by minimizing a combination

of the usual least squares objective, the `1 norm of the regression coefficients, and the `2 norm of

the regression coefficients (Friedman, 2017). The `1 norm approach to sparsity, in general, works

reasonably well for empirical problems (Hastie et al., 2020). However, Kozak et al. (2020) shows

characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated via `1 slope penalization perform quite poorly relative to

factor-sparse SDFs.

A few papers have worked on the problems posed by Cochrane (2011). Green et al. (2017) use

Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions and p-values corrected for multiple testing to test which

of 94 characteristics provide statistically independent information about average returns. Green

et al. (2017) find one characteristic, when excluding microcap stocks, is a statistically significant

source of information about expected returns. Kozak et al. (2020) use an SDF methodology and

`1-induced sparsity for a similar estimation task and find individual characteristics provide negligible

information about expected returns. But, some PCs extracted from panels of portfolios formed on

characteristics do provide information about average returns. Kelly et al. (2019) find ten out of
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62 included characteristics provide independent information about expected returns using a novel

factor-based model. But, five factors extracted from characteristic-sorted portfolios can describe

expected returns well. Freyberger et al. (2020) use a cross-sectional, nonparametric group lasso

specification and find 10-30 characteristics provide incremental information about the cross-section.

Han et al. (2020) find, with a lasso procedure, about 50 characteristics matter in any given month,

but the characteristics change from month-to-month.

This paper’s use of cardinality constraints for the estimation of characteristic-sparse SDFs is

new to the financial literature. To the best of my knowledge, this paper is the first to propose

using cardinality constraints to solve sparse regression and estimation problems in asset pricing or

financial economics more broadly. Existing financial research uses approximations of the cardinality

constrained approach, e.g. `1 regularization, that were developed because of the technically

demanding nature of directly solving large-scale cardinality constrained optimization problems.

These approximations, like cardinality constrained optimization, produce sparse solutions that

are parsimonious and easily interpreted. However, these approximations’ objectives can be quite

different from the objective of cardinality constrained optimization. Different objectives means

different interpretations. And, empirically, cardinality constrained optimization can perform very

well relative to other sparse estimation strategies (Mazumder et al., 2017; Bertsimas et al., 2016; Su

et al., 2017).
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2 Model

2.1 Cardinality Constrained Specification

The cardinality constrained model for the stochastic discount factor is as follows:

min
b

1
2‖1T − Fb‖22 + 1

2γ ‖b‖
2
2, (1a)

s.t. k = ‖b‖0, (1b)

γ > 0, (1c)

w = b

1′J |b|
, (1d)

where F ∈ RT×N , w, b ∈ RN , k ∈ N, γ ∈ R. (1e)

The vector w contains the stochastic discount factor’s coefficients for the N assets in panel F . The

SDF coefficients are standardized so that the coefficients sum to one in absolute value. This scaling

produces an unlevered portfolio tracking the stochastic discount factor’s daily and monthly returns.

The vector b represents the stochastic discount factor coefficients before normalization. Vector b is

the solution to a cardinality constrained regression problem. The regression’s left-hand side is a

vector of T ones where T is the total number of time-series observations available. The regression’s

right-hand side is a matrix F ∈ RT×N containing a panel of returns for N assets. Britten-Jones

(1999) shows this regression specification estimates tangency portfolio weights for a given panel

of assets, which is equivalent to the estimation of stochastic discount factor coefficients for the

same panel of assets. The estimation of b is where cardinality constraints enter the regression

problem. The regression problem’s cardinality constraint requires k components of b be non-zero.

The equality can also be replaced with an inequality, i.e. k or fewer components of b are non-zero.

I use the former specification for this paper’s results because the equality facilitates comparisons

across models with a specific number of non-zero SDF coefficients.

This specification is noteworthy as a means of estimating sparse stochastic discount factor

coefficients because the specification directly and exactly estimates sparse coefficients without
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altering the objective. Sparsity is directly and intuitively controlled through the variable k. And,

the specification’s solution is the optimal solution to the original ridge-regularized SDF estimation

problem under a constraint on the coefficient vector’s number of non-zero components.

The cardinality constrained approach to estimating SDF coefficients is quite different from the

conventional, lasso-type strategy for estimation sparse coefficient vectors. Lasso-type regularization

alters the objective function by adding a term that penalizes the coefficients’ `1 norm. The solutions

number of non-zero coefficients is controlled by selecting a scaling factor for the `1 penalty. Selecting

a solution with a specific number of non-zero coefficients requires computing coefficient values for a

sequence of scaling factors until a scaling factor producing the desired number of non-zero coefficients

is found. And, since the lasso approach to sparsity alters the SDF coefficient estimation problem’s

objective, there is not a clear relationship between the lasso-regularized problem’s solution and the

original ridge-regularized SDF coefficient estimation problem under a constraint on the number of

nonzero coefficients.

The specification also includes an `2 regularization term. The ridge term introduces stability and

robustness into the coefficients’ estimation. Specifically in the context of stochastic discount factor

estimation, Kozak et al. (2020) show ridge regularization attenuates the effect of small factors in asset

returns on coefficient estimation. Hoerl and Kennard (1970) make a similar observation, noting that

for a data set with highly correlated regressors, ridge regularization can be beneficial when estimating

coefficients. Breiman (1996) formally shows cardinality constraints without regularization produce

solutions that are very sensitive to small changes in data and incorporating ridge regularization

eliminates this instability. Mazumder et al. (2017) also provide a recent and systematic discussion

of the merits of combined `0 and `2 regularization versus other combinations of `0, `1, and `2

regularization.

I also intentionally use the Breiman (1996) specification to estimate characteristic-sparse SDF

coefficients. The other standard regression approach to estimating SDF coefficients is a cross-

sectional regression of assets’ means onto the assets’ covariance matrix. Without sparsity, both

specifications produce the same SDF coefficient estimates. However, the regression specifications’

sparse formulations produce different SDF coefficient solutions. If we introduce sparsity into the
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Britten-Jones (1999) specification, then assets with zero coefficients are wholly excluded from the

estimation problem. And, the coefficients’ solution equals the standard expression for the weights

of a tangency portfolio assembled the assets with nonzero regression coefficients. If we introduce

sparsity into the cross-sectional regression specification, then the assets with zero coefficients are

removed from the regression’s right-hand side; i.e., the zero coefficient assets’ covariances are not

used to explain the panel’s average returns. However, the zero coefficient assets average returns are

still kept on the model’s left-hand side as observations to be explained by their covariances with

assets given non-zero regression coefficients. And, ultimately, the cross-sectional regression slopes’

solution does not match the standard expression for the weights of a tangency portfolio including

only the assets with non-zero cross-sectional regression slopes.

2.2 Other Specifications

I also report many of the paper’s results for two benchmark regression specifications taken from

Kozak et al. (2020) and adapted to the Britten-Jones (1999) setting. The first specification is a

lasso-like model for estimating stochastic discount factor coefficients. The second specification is an

elastic-net model for estimating stochastic discount factor coefficients. The lasso specification is

min
b

1
2‖1T − Fb‖22 + λ

2 ‖b‖1, (2a)

s.t. λ > 0. (2b)

(2c)

The elastic net specification is shown next:

min
b

1
2‖1T − Fb‖22 + λ

2 ‖b‖1 + γ

2‖b‖
2
2, (3)

s.t. λ > 0, (4)

γ > 0. (5)
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The b coefficients are normalized so that the sum of the components’ absolute value equals one.

The lasso and elastic net specifications differ by the addition of a ridge penalty to the elastic net’s

objective function. Kozak et al. (2020) provide a detailed discussion of these two specifications’

desirable features specifically in the context of estimating stochastic discount factor coefficients.

Tibshirani (1996) discusses the merits of `1 regularization in general for regression problems. Zou

and Hastie (2005) discuss the merits of the elastic net in general for regression problems.

2.3 Factor-sparse and Characteristic-sparse Models

Much of the paper’s results will compare characteristic-sparse SDFs with factor-sparse SDFs. The

paper uses the term characteristic-sparse to describe an SDF estimated for a panel of characteristic-

sorted portfolios. Specifically, characteristic-sparsity indicates that matrix F in the above speci-

fications contains return time-series for portfolios whose member stocks are determined by firm

characteristics. Each column of F corresponds to the time-series of returns for a portfolio formed

from a sorting procedure involving a firm characteristic. I call SDFs estimated for panels of

characteristic-sorted portfolios characteristic-sparse because sparsity in these SDFs’ coefficients

corresponds to sparsity in firm characteristics used to construct the resulting SDF.

I use the term factor-sparse to describe an SDF estimated for a panel of principal components

taken from a panel of characteristic-sorted portfolios. Specifically, a factor-sparsity indicates the

matrix F in any of the above specifications contains time-series of returns for principal components.

Each column of F corresponds to the time-series of returns for one principal component. The

principal components are, in turn, recovered from a panel of characteristic-sorted portfolios’ returns.

I call SDFs estimated for panels of principal components factor-sparse because sparsity in these

SDFs’ coefficients corresponds to sparsity in the principal components used to assemble the resulting

SDF.

2.4 Cardinality Constrained Model Implementation

This section provides algorithms for the numerical solution of the paper’s cardinality constrained

regression model. The timely and numerically accurate solution of these models with large panels
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of covariates is due to recent and revolutionary advances in cardinality constrained optimization.

The paper’s results are computed with a combination of the Convex Integer Optimization (CIO)

formulation from Bertsimas and Van Parys (2020) and the Mixed Integer Second Order Conic

(MISOC) formulation from Xie and Deng (2020). The paper’s solutions are found initially with the

MISOC formulation, then verified with the CIO formulation. This combination takes advantage of

both formulations’ properties. The MISOC formulation is typically solved more quickly than the

CIO formulation (Xie and Deng, 2020). But, the CIO formulation, when given a globally optimal

solution for the problem’s integer valued variables, can very quickly verify the solution is globally

optimal (Bertsimas and Van Parys, 2020).

3 Empirical Methodology

3.1 Data

I use three publicly available panels of stock portfolios to study the use of cardinality constraints for

estimating sparse stochastic discount factors. The first panel of stock portfolios is the 25 size and

book-to-market portfolios from Fama and French (1992). The size and book-to-market portfolios

are valuable for developing empirical intuition about the cardinality constrained models. The size

and book-to-market portfolios are also useful as a means of verifying that the portfolios chosen by

the cardinality constrained model are appropriate. The book-to-market portfolios exhibit a strong

factor structure with two factors, a size factor and a value factor, being responsible for practically

all variation in the portfolios’ expected returns. Last, the size and book-to-market portfolios have

historically served as test assets for the evaluation of various cross-sectional models’ for stocks

expected returns. Although the size and book-to-market portfolios are generally easy to price with

alternative multiple factor models, e.g. Lewellen et al. (2010), these criticisms are less applicable to

the cardinality constrained model because I will use a single factor to price the portfolios’ average

returns. I get both daily and monthly data for the portfolios from Ken French’s website.

The second panel of stock portfolios are the 11 anomaly portfolios from Stambaugh and Yuan

(2017). The 11 anomaly portfolios are constructed with the following characteristics: net stock
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issues (Ritter, 1991), composite equity issues (Daniel and Titman, 2006), accruals (Sloan, 1996), net

operating assets (Hirshleifer et al., 2004), asset growth (Cooper et al., 2008), investment to assets

(Titman et al., 2004), financial distress (Campbell et al., 2008), O-score (Ohlson, 1980), momentum

(Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993), gross profitability (Novy-Marx, 2013), and return on assets (Fama

and French, 2006). I use the 11 anomaly portfolios as a second asset panel because these have

been used to construct an empirically successful three factor model that is competitive with both

the Fama and French (2015) five factor model and the Hou et al. (2015) four factor model. The

11 asset portfolios also represent a variety of characteristics and each portfolio is easily associated

with a specific characteristic. Since daily returns for the 11 anomaly portfolios are not available

through the authors websites, I construct long-short, value-weighted portfolios from the decile sorts

available in the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) characteristic database. I also construct monthly

returns for the 11 anomalies from long-short, value-weighted decile sorts available in the Chen

and Zimmermann (2021) database so that the anomaly portfolios’ daily and monthly returns are

constructed using similar characteristics, sorts, etc.

The third panel of stock returns is long-short, value-weighted portfolios from decile portfolios

for the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) characteristic database. Chen and Zimmermann (2021)

contains data for approximately 205 firm characteristics and decile sorts on the characteristics.

The characteristics are implemented in a manner intended to accurately reflect the characteristics’

original implementation. I include the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) asset panel because the panel

contains a large number of characteristics with publicly available implementations. The Chen and

Zimmermann (2021) provides a challenging setting for evaluation of characteristic-sparse models

against factor-sparse models. The Chen and Zimmermann (2021) panel is also well-suited for the

purpose of determining which characteristics are important and independent sources of information

about expected returns because the large number of characteristics included in the panel.

Table 1 reports additional information about the asset panels I use for the paper’s empirical

results. I use each panel’s training period to estimate stochastic discount factor coefficients, conduct

cross-validation, and estimate principal component transformations for the panels. I use each panel’s

testing sample to compute statistics reported for the paper’s results, e.g. out-of-sample Sharpe
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ratios. I use the 1963-1992 sample for training with the Fama and French (1992) sample so that

our training sample matches the sample originally used to construct and study the 25 size and

book-to-market portfolios. The samples for the other two panels are split near their respective

midpoints. The ends of the reported training samples are inclusive, e.g. the last observation for

the 11 anomaly portfolios’ training sample is December of 1998. For the Chen and Zimmermann

(2021) panel, I use all of the portfolios with non-missing data from January 1975 to December 2020.

The 53 portfolios from Chen and Zimmermann (2021) not included in the paper’s results have at

least one missing observation at some point between January 1975 and December 2020. All of the

portfolios are value-weighted.

3.2 Cross-validation and Tuning Parameter Selection

Each of the paper’s three regression models for estimating SDF coefficients includes parameters

that cannot be directly estimated while estimating regression slopes. For the lasso model, the free

parameter is the `1 regularization parameter. For the elastic net, the free parameters are the `1 and

`2 regularization parameters. And, for the cardinality constrained model, the free parameter is the

`2 regularization parameter.

For the lasso and elastic net models’ `1 parameter, I select values for the parameter that produce

SDF coefficient solutions with a specific number of nonzero coefficients during each panel’s training

period. The `1 parameter controls the sparsity of the models’ solutions, so selecting the parameter’s

values in this way is necessary for comparing the three models’ solutions given a fixed level of

sparsity in the three models’ coefficients. Lasso and elastic net models’ solutions are computed over

a large grid of candidate values for the `1 parameter, then I select the smallest parameter value

producing a given number of nonzero coefficients. Selecting the smallest observed value producing a

given level of sparsity reduces bias in the slope estimates associated with the use of an `1 penalty to

introduce sparsity into the models’ solutions.

I use cross-validation to estimate the ridge regularization parameters for the cardinality con-

strained and elastic net models. The cross-validation procedure uses three folds and data from the

first half of each panel’s sample. I use three folds so that are cross-validation procedure is similar to
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the cross-validation procedure from Kozak et al. (2020). For each candidate value, I estimate SDF

coefficients using daily returns for two training folds. I then compute the specification’s validation

sample Sharpe ratio using monthly returns. I use daily returns to estimate SDF coefficients to

improve the precision of the assets’ estimated covariance matrices. I use monthly returns to compute

validation sample Sharpe ratios to avoid potential biases associated with aggregating daily returns

into returns for longer holding periods, e.g. Canina et al. (1998). I select values for the models ridge

regularization parameters that have the largest validation-sample Sharpe ratios.

3.3 Model comparison statistics

Most of the paper’s results involve the comparison of various factor models. I use model comparisons

to judge whether the cardinality constrained model better prices expected returns than lasso and

elastic net estimates of stochastic discount factor coefficients. And, I use model comparisons to

judge whether a characteristic-sparse, cardinality constrained stochastic discount factors better

price expected returns than factor-sparse models for the panels’ expected returns.

The focus of the model comparisons is the models’ respective Sharpe ratios and regression

intercepts because these values are largely sufficient for comparisons across various factor models

(Barillas and Shanken, 2017). I use three statistics to compare models via their Sharpe ratios. The

first statistic is the out-of-sample Sharpe ratio. I compute out-of-sample Sharpe ratios by conducting

cross-validation, coefficient estimation, and all other modeling fitting tasks with the first half of

each portfolio panel’s sample. I then use stochastic discount factor loadings from the first half of

the sample to compute the discount factors’ monthly returns on the second half of the sample. I use

out-of-sample Sharpe ratios because they provide unbiased estimates of of the respective models

population Sharpe ratios (Fama and French, 2018). In-sample Sharpe ratios are biased up and

results regarding the magnitude of the biases are not available.

The second statistic I use to compare the models’ Sharpe ratios is the intercept from a time-series

regression of one SDF’s monthly returns on the monthly returns of one or more other SDFs. I use

intercepts to compare models because estimating and testing intercepts is a familiar, well-studied
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problem relative to the estimation and testing of Sharpe ratios.The regression specification is

ri,t = αi + βirj,t + ei,t. (6)

Variables ri,t and rj,t represent the monthly returns for models i and K. This is the standard

time-series regression from Jensen (1972). If the regression’s intercept is significantly different from

zero, then a portfolio of both ri,t and rj,t has a greater Sharpe ratio than the Sharpe ratio of rj,t. If

the intercept is not different from zero, then the Sharpe ratio of rj,t is greater than or equal to any

portfolio of both ri,t and rj,t.

The third statistic is the bootstrap estimates of the models’ out-of-sample Sharpe ratios. I use

the bootstrap procedure from Fama and French (2018). To compute the bootstrap Sharpe ratios, I

first split a sample into pairs of adjacent months. Second, I sample with replacement T
2 pairs of

months. Third, I randomly assign one month from each pair to either a training sample or testing

sample. Fourth, I compute SDF coefficients for each model and given level of sparsity with the

training sample. I use the training sample and cross-validation procedure above to select γ for the

cardinality constrained and elastic net models. Fifth, I compute each models’ Sharpe ratio using

the training sample coefficients and monthly returns for the testing sample. I use 2, 500 simulations

to compute the bootstrap statistics. I also report the percentage of simulations one model’s testing

sample Sharpe ratio is greater than another given model’s testing sample Sharpe ratio.

4 Results

4.1 Model comparisons with characteristic portfolios via Sharpe Ratios

This section uses Sharpe ratios to compare the three models SDF estimates using the three stock

portfolio panels. The section has two main results. First, for a given level of sparsity the cardinality

constrained model produces a SDF that is better than or equal to the other models’ SDFs when

compared by Sharpe ratio. Second, for a given Sharpe ratio, the cardinality constrained model

almost always achieves the Sharpe ratio with fewer characteristic portfolios than the other two
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models. Together, these two results show the cardinality constrained model better selects important

characteristics for asset pricing purposes than the other models.

Figure 1 reports Sharpe ratios for the models’ SDFs as a function of the SDF coefficients’ sparsity.

Each panel reports results for a specific panel of characteristic portfolios. Inspecting the figure in two

ways is profitable. First, select the number of nonzero coefficients, then look up at the three models’

Sharpe ratios from the chosen level of sparsity. This directly compares the three models’ Sharpe

ratios when they are constrained to include a specific number of characteristic portfolios. Viewing

the figure in this way shows the cardinality constrained model consistently produces Sharpe ratios

that are better than or comparable to the lasso and elastic net models’ Sharpe ratios when fixing

the number of portfolios permitted an SDF. For panel A, the cardinality constrained model’s Sharpe

ratio is much greater than the other models’ Sharpe ratios when SDF coefficients are very sparse.

Around five nonzero coefficients, the three models performance is comparable. For panel B, all three

models select the same initial characteristic portfolio. Thereafter, the cardinality constrained model

pulls of the other two models. For panel C, the cardinality constrained model consistently produces

SDFs with greater Sharpe ratios than the other two models.

The second means of inspecting figure 1 is selecting a given Sharpe ratio then looking across the

figure for the first time each model produces a Sharpe ratio with that value. Inspecting the figure

this way lets us compare how effectively the models select characteristics when estimating SDF

coefficients. For panel A, the cardinality constrained model reaches each feasible Sharpe ratio with

many fewer assets than the other two models. A single portfolio SDF for the cardinality constrained

model has a Sharpe ratio around 0.80. The lasso requires four portfolios to produce a similar Sharpe

ratio. And, the elastic net requires ten portfolios to do the same. For panel B, the lasso requires one

or two more portfolios than the cardinality constrained model to reach a given Sharpe ratio. And,

the elastic net requires at least three most portfolios than the cardinality constrained model. For

Panel C, the lasso initially requires around five more portfolios to be comparable to the cardinality

constrained model. However, the lasso requires an increasing number of portfolios to reach each

Sharpe ratio produced by the cardinality constrained model. E.g. the cardinality constrained model

reaches a Sharpe ratio of 2.0 with about 10 assets. The lasso requires approximately 50 assets to
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produce an SDF with a Sharpe ratio of 2.0. The same comments apply to the elastic net in panel C.

Figure 2 reports average bootstrap Sharpe ratios for the models’ SDFs as a function of the SDF

coefficients’ sparsity. The contents, inspection, and interpretation of 2 is similar to that of figure 1.

The important difference between the two figures is the how the figures’ SDF coefficients and Sharpe

ratios are computed. Figure 1 fits coefficients on the first half of each panel’s sample and computes

Sharpe ratios with the second half of the sample. Figure 3 reports the average Sharpe ratio from

bootstrapped Sharpe ratio estimates. Each bootstrap partitions a panel’s sample into a training

sample and testing sample. SDF coefficients are estimated with the training sample. Sharpe ratios

are computed with the testing sample. The bootstrap procedure is taken from Fama and French

(2018) and implementation details are available in section 3.3.

Given a fixed number of included characteristic portfolios, the cardinality constrained SDF’s

average bootstrap Sharpe ratio is always greater than or equal the Sharpe ratios for the lasso

and elastic net. This is true for all three characteristic portfolio panels. When each model can

select a single characteristic portfolio, the three models’ performance is relatively similar. The

cardinality constrained model performs slightly better. However, when each model selects two or

more assets the cardinality constrained model’s Sharpe ratio grows much more quickly than the

other models. Eventually, the lasso Sharpe ratios converge to the cardinality constrained model

around 15 portfolios in panel A and 50 portfolios in panel C. However, the lasso takes a while to

catch up with the cardinality constrained model. In panel A, the cardinality constrained model

reaches a Sharpe ratio of 1.2 with 5 portfolios while the lasso requires 15 to produce a similar Sharpe

ratio. The cardinality constrained model reaches a Sharpe ratio near 3.4 with 10 assets while the

lasso requires 50 to 60 assets to reach the same Sharpe ratio. The elastic net’s average bootstrap

Sharpe ratios lag behind those of the lasso.

Figure 3 reports the percent of bootstrapped samples where the cardinality constrained model’s

Sharpe ratio is greater then or equal to another model’s Sharpe. A value closer to 100% is better

for the cardinality constrained model. A value closer to 0% is better for the other model. All three

panels of figure 3 show the cardinality constrained model consistently and frequently beats the lasso

and elastic net. In panel A, the cardinality constrained model’s Sharpe ratio is greater than the
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elastic net 80%-90% of the samples for one to ten assets. Around 20 assets the elastic net begins

to perform better with the percent statistic approaching 50%. The same is broadly true for the

lasso model. Around 15 assets the lasso’s Sharpe ratio is greater about 50% of the time. In panel B,

the cardinality constrained model’s Sharpe ratio is greater in about 80-90% of samples for two to

nine assets. At one asset the cardinality constrained model performs better about 50% of the time.

In panel C, the difference between the three models is particularly pronounced. The cardinality

constrained model beats the elastic net in about 99% of the samples until the models can select 30

or more characteristic portfolios. The cardinality constrained model, even at 60 assets, bests the

elastic net in about 95% of the samples. The cardinality constrained model’s Sharpe is greater than

the lasso’s Sharpe ratio in about 90% of the samples until the models can select twenty or more

assets.

4.2 Model comparisons with characteristic portfolios via alphas

This section uses alphas and the characteristic portfolio panels to compare the three sparse SDF

models. The section specifically uses intercepts from time-series regressions of the monthly returns

for one SDF onto the monthly returns of another model’s SDF to examine the three models. The

section shows the cardinality constrained model, alone, largely suffices for selecting characteristics

that assets’ expected returns. When working with large collections of characteristic portfolios,

i.e. the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) panel, the lasso and elastic net provide some incremental

value for selecting portfolios over the cardinality constrained model. But, the incremental value

for the lasso and elastic net comes from these models’ poor univariate performances relative to the

cardinality constrained model.

Figure 5 reports intercepts from regressions where the lasso model’s returns are on the left-hand

side and the cardinality constrained model’s returns are on the right-hand side of the regression.

The solid blue line reports the intercept’s point estimate as a function of SDF sparsity. The dashed

lines are upper and lower bounds for 99% confidence intervals. For panel A, the lasso’s intercept

is not significantly different from zero for any given level of sparsity. So, the lasso provides no

incremental information on the 25 size and book-to-market portfolios. For panel B, the lasso’s
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intercept is not significant from zero for most sparsity choices, except for the four portfolio. When

the intercept is significant, it is negative. So, the lasso provides some incremental information

about expected returns, but this incremental value is due to the lasso model performing worse

than expected given its covariance with cardinality constrained model. For panel C, the lasso’s

slope is significant and negative for practically all of the sparsity values. So, the lasso provides

some additional information for the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) panel, but this incremental

information is due to its worse-than-predicted performance given its covariance with the cardinality

constrained model.

Figure 4 reports intercepts from regressions where the elastic net model’s returns are on the

left-hand side and the cardinality constrained model’s returns on the right-hand side of the regression.

The results for the elastic net are similar to the results for the lasso. For panels A and B, the elastic

net generally does not have an intercept that is significantly different from zero. On panel A, the

elastic net occasionally has an intercept that is significantly different from zero when selecting 15

or more portfolios, but the intercepts’ magnitudes are quite small, so an investor would require

access to considerable leverage to capitalize on these intercepts. On panel C, the elastic net, like

the lasso, generally has a negative and significant intercept. So, the elastic net model is selecting

characteristics that provide incremental information about expected returns because they describe

risk without return. Relative to the lasso model, the elastic net’s intercepts are generally nearer

to zero for the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) panel than the lasso’s intercepts. So, the elastic

net is avoiding some of the unpriced risk the lasso is picking up. This performance difference is

some evidence that combining selection and ridge regularization outperforms models that perform

selection but not regularization.

Figure 6 reports intercepts from regressions where the left-hand side is the cardinality constrained

model and the right-hand side is the lasso. Regressions where the left-hand side are the cardinality

constrained model let us test if the cardinality constrained model provides incremental information,

measured by Sharpe ratio, over one of the other models. Overall, the figure indicates the cardinality

constrained model does provide incremental information. The specification also lets use test if the

Sharpe ratio for a portfolio of both the cardinality constraint model and other model exceeds the
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Sharpe ratio of the other model alone. Especially so when estimating SDFs containing a small

number of portfolios and when working with panels of many assets. Panel A shows the cardinality

constrained model has positive and significant intercepts when selecting four or less portfolios. Panel

B has the cardinality constrained model’s intercepts generally positive but not significant different

from zero. For the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) panel, the cardinality constrained model has

consistently positive and significant intercepts.

Figure 7 reports intercepts from regressions where the left-hand side is the cardinality constrained

model and the right-hand side is the elastic net. For all three panels, the cardinality constrained

model has consistently positive and significant intercepts across all sparsity levels. In panel A, the

cardinality constrained model has significant and positive alphas for one to ten asset SDFs. For

panel B, the cardinality constrained model has positive but not quite significant intercepts. For

panel C, the cardinality constrained model has positive and significant intercepts for all sparsity

values between one and sixty. The economic magnitude of the intercepts is also relatively large in

Panel C.

Figure 8 reports intercepts from regressions where the left-hand side is the cardinality constrained

model and the right-hand side has both the lasso and elastic net. This specification lets use determine

if the cardinality constrained model improves on a two factor model with both the lasso and elastic

net. Overall, the figure’s answer is yes, although the magnitude is somewhat reduced relative

the results for the univariate regression. The figure has three noteworthy features. First, the

cardinality constrained model performs well when selecting very sparse specifications for the 25

size and book-to-market portfolios. Second, across all of the panels, the cardinality constrained

model’s intercept is consistently non-negative. So, constrained model performs as well as expected

or better than expected given its covariances with the lasso and elastic net. Last, when tasked

with selecting portfolios from a particularly large panel, e.g. Chen and Zimmermann (2021), the

cardinality constrained model has consistently positive and significant alphas.
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4.3 Characteristic-sparse and factor-spare comparisons via Sharpe ratios

This section compares sparse SDFs estimated with the panels characteristic-based portfolios with

sparse SDFs estimated with principal component transformations of the panels’ returns. The

factor-sparse SDF specifications select principal components instead of characteristic-portfolios.

Characteristic sparsity continues to perform well in this sections results. The only exception will

be the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) panel, where the factor-sparse methods will outperform. The

strong performance of the factor-sparse models on the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) panel is to

be expected. The Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) panel’s characteristics were selected because they

collectively exhibit a quite strong two factor structure over the 1960-2020 sample and individually

have rather poor loadings on each of the two factors. This is precisely the sort of panel where I would

expect the factor-sparse SDF to excel relative to the characteristic-sparse model. The results for

the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) panel indicate that this advantageous empirical configuration for

the factor-sparse models does not hold in general and so the characteristic-sparse model otherwise

performs well against the factor-sparse models.

Figures 9, 10, and 11 report Sharpe ratios for the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained

model, the factor-sparse cardinality constrained model, and an SDF constructed using the K largest

principal components for a given panel. The principal component transformations for the panels

are estimated using the training sample and held fixed during the subsequent testing sample. The

figures’ interpretations and structure match those of similar, previous figures. Figure 9 reports

Sharpe ratios using the training and testing sample split. Figure 10 reports averaged bootstrap

Sharpe ratios. Figure 11 reports the percent of bootstraps where the characteristic-sparse model

bests the factor-sparse model or sequential PCA model. For panels A and C of both Sharpe ratio

figures, the characteristic sparse model performs better than or equal to its factor sparse analog.

But, for panel B, the factor-sparse model pulls ahead. Figure 11 is particularly interesting because

it indicates the characteristic-sparse model maybe stronger against the factor-sparse model than is

indicated by the Sharpe ratio point estimates. The characteristic-sparse model produces greater

Sharpe ratios than the factor-sparse model for a large percent of the bootstraps in both panels A

and C while under performing the factor-sparse model a little under 50% of the time for panel B.
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4.4 Characteristic-sparse and factor-sparse comparisons via alphas

This section compares the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained specification with the factor-

sparse cardinality constrained specification and the sequential PCA specification using time-series

regression intercepts. The specifications’ constructions, samples, tuning parameters, etc. are the

same as those used in the previous section’s characteristic-sparse and factor-sparse comparisons.

Overall, the section shows the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained specification continues

to as good as or better than the factor-sparse specifications. The exception to this result is the

Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) panel where the factor-sparse cardinality constrained specification’s

performance is stronger than that of the characteristic-sparse specification.

Figure 12 reports intercepts for time-series regressions of the sequential SDF’s monthly returns

on the characteristic-sparse SDF’s monthly returns. Specifically, the regression specification for

figure 12 is

rpca
t = α+ βrcard

t + et (7)

where rcard is the monthly return for the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained SDF. In other

words, the left-hand side for the regressions summarized in figure 12 is the monthly return of the

SDF built with each panel’s first k principal components. The regressions’ right-hand side is the

monthly return for the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained model. All three panels in figure

12 indicate the sequential PCA specification’s intercepts are not significantly different from zero

when regressed on the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained model. The sequential PCA

specification’s intercepts are quite close to zero and economically negligible for specifications with

more than a few nonzero coefficients across all three panels. The sequential PCA specification’s

intercepts are also not statistically different from zero at conventional levels of statistical significance.

These results mean the sequential PCA specification contains no incremental information about

expected returns over the information contained in the characteristic-sparse specification.

Figure 13 reports intercepts for time-series regressions of the factor-sparse cardinality constrained

SDFs’ monthly returns on the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained specification’s monthly
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returns. The regression specification is is

rcard−pca
t = α+ βrcard

t + et (8)

where rcard−pca is an SDF estimated with the principal component transformation of a panel and

rcard is an SDF estimated with a panel’s characteristic-sorted portfolios without any transformations.

The regressions’ left-hand side is the factor-sparse cardinality constrained model. The regressions’

right-hand side is the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained model. For the Fama and French

(1992) size and book-to-market portfolios the factor-sparse model’s intercept is near zero and not

significantly different from zero. For the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) and Chen and Zimmermann

(2021) panels, the factor-sparse model’s intercepts are sometimes statistically different from zero

and consistently positive. On the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) panel, the factor-sparse specification

is significantly different from zero for the two- and three-factor specifications and has an annualized

alpha around 8%. For the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) panel, the intercepts are statistically

different from zero for the one to eighteen factor specifications, although the magnitude of the

intercepts is relatively small, e.g. the ten-factor specification’s annualized alpha is between one and

two percent. The results for the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) and Stambaugh and Yuan (2017)

panels indicate the factor-sparse cardinality constrained specification captures some information

about the cross-section of risk and return not recovered by the characteristic-sparse specification.

The significant intercepts, however, do not mean the factor-sparse specification is better than

the characteristic-sparse specification. Rather, the significant intercepts mean two factor model

containing both the factor-sparse SDF and characteristic-sparse SDF would improve upon a single

factor model using only the characteristic-sparse specification as a factor.

Figures 14, 15, and 16 reports intercepts from time-series regressions of the characteristic-sparse

cardinality constrained model’s monthly returns on the sequential PCA specification, factor-sparse

cardinality constrained specification, and both of the two factor-sparse specifications. The results

in figure 14 show the characteristic-sparse specification improves significantly on the sequential

PCA specification for the Fama and French (1992) and Chen and Zimmermann (2021) panels. The
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economic magnitude of the intercepts is large and especially so for the Chen and Zimmermann

(2021) panel, e.g. the ten characteristic model’s annualized alpha is about 11% annually. The

intercepts for the characteristic-sparse specification are also consistently positive and significant in

the regressions of the characteristic-sparse specification on the cardinality constrained factor-sparse

specification. Similar observations are true for for intercepts in figures ?? and 16. In both sets of

regressions the characteristic-sparse specification’s intercept is positive and generally significant,

with the exception of the results for the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) panel.

4.5 Characteristic selection order and coefficients

This section reports the cardinality constrained model’s characteristic selection path and characteris-

tic coefficients for each of the paper’s three characteristic-sorted portfolio panels. Since the model’s

selected characteristics are determined by a fully-specified optimization problem with a sparsity

induced by cardinality constraints, the order in which characteristics are included into the resulting

SDF is the characteristics’ order of importance for explaining cross-sectional variation in risk and

return. Tables 2, 3, and 4 report the order in which characteristics are selected, respectively, for the

Fama and French (1992), Stambaugh and Yuan (2017), and Chen and Zimmermann (2021) panels.

Note, several characteristics may have the same selection order value because they are selected

together for a given level of sparsity. The figures 17, 18, and 19 report, respectively, SDF coefficients

for the Fama and French (1992), Stambaugh and Yuan (2017), and Chen and Zimmermann (2021)

panels.

The selection order and coefficients for the 25 size and book-to-market portfolios from Fama

and French (1992), shown in table 2 and figure 17, are of particular interest because the portfolios

are well-studied and exhibit a well-known factor structure that lines up with the portfolios expected

returns’. The selection order and coefficients can also be compared with the factor constructions

from Fama and French (1993). If the selection order and coefficients resemble the SMB and HML

factor procedure from Fama and French (1993), then we have reason to believe the cardinality

constrained model is constructing factor models for expected returns in a manner that is similar to

how a financial economist might intuitively construct a small characteristic-sparse factor model.
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This is precisely the case for the cardinality constrained factor model’s selection order and

coefficients within the 25 size and book-to-market portfolios. The first portfolio selected by the

cardinality constrained model is the small stock and high book-to-market portfolio. This portfolio

has a large positive loading on both the SMB and HML factors. High SMB and HML factor

loadings are precisely the loadings we would look for when constructing a factor model to summarize

the size and book-to-market portfolios’ expected returns. The cardinality constrained model’s

selection for the first portfolio is correct. The selection order for the remaining portfolios is also

reasonable. The second included portfolio is the small growth portfolio. The coefficient for the small

growth stock portfolio is negative and similar in magnitude to small value stock portfolio. Note,

the SDF coefficients are reported later in this section. For the two-portfolio model, the cardinality

constrained model is effectively constructing a standard long-short value factor. The long leg is

the small value stock portfolio. The short leg is the small growth stock portfolio. The next two

included portfolios diversified the value factor’s long and short legs across the two smallest market

capitalization quintiles. The coefficients for the lowest size quintile portfolios are also somewhat

larger in magnitude than the ME2 quintile portfolios’ coefficients, so the cardinality constrained

model is also preserving the resulting SDF’s positive loading on the SMB factor. Subsequent

portfolios’ selection order and coefficients indicate the cardinality constrained model continues to

refine its constructions of the SMB and HML factors.

The selection orders for the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) and Chen and Zimmermann (2021)

panels are broadly consistent with current research regarding the importance of various firm

characteristics for expected returns. For the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) panel, the first selected

characteristic is 12-month momentum. The cardinality constrained model also selects the asset

growth, investment, and gross profitability characteristics relatively early during the selection path

for the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) panel. All of these characteristics are ongoing objects of interest

in financial economics. The asset growth, investment, and gross profit characteristics, in particular,

are the foundation of several recent multiple factor models for the cross-section, i.e. Fama and

French (2015), Hou et al. (2015), and Hou et al. (2021). The coefficients for the Stambaugh and

Yuan (2017) panel specifications, in figure 18, are also interesting because they resemble the factor
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constructions used in recent four and five factor models. Each of the factors is assigned a roughly

equal, positive coefficients within the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) SDF specifications. This echos the

relatively equal import assigned to the factors by popular multiple factor models. The roughly equal

coefficients are also note worthy precisely because they are roughly equal in magnitude. Although

the coefficients are the optimal solution to a regularized mean-variance optimization problem, the

coefficients are rather similar to the coefficients we would expect under the heuristic equal-weight

approach to portfolio diversification.

For the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) panel, the results largely echo the observations for

the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) panel. Momentum and price-based characteristics dominate the

early characteristic selections for the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) panel. All of the first ten

characteristics selected for the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) panel use securities’ market prices in

their construction. The investment, asset growth, and profitability characteristics currently used in

popular factor models also appear in table 4 but relatively late, e.g. the asset growth characteristic’s

selection position is 61. The coefficients for the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) portfolios prompt

comments similar comments to those for the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) coefficients. However,

there are noticeably more short positions among the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) coefficients

than the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) coefficients. The Chen and Zimmermann (2021) portfolios’

returns are sign-normalized, so short positions in figure 19 always correspond to positions that are

paying expected return to reduce portfolio variance. Noticeable short positions include the payout

yield and return skew characteristics.

Coefficients for the Chen and Zimmermann (2021) characteristics are also quite persistent.

For instance, the IndRetBig characteristic’s coefficient remains relatively large regardless of the

SDF’s number of nonzero coefficients. Characteristics assigned nonzero coefficients later are initially

assigned small coefficient values and these coefficient values remain small as the number of nonzero

coefficients increase. These two observations indicate characteristics chosen relatively early in the

selection path are considered more important for pricing purposes than characteristics chosen later

in a couple of different ways. Characteristics with nonzero coefficients early in the selection path

have their coefficients reduced only modestly by characteristics with nonzero coefficients later along
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the selection path. So characteristics chosen later, no matter the number, are not substitutes

for characteristics chosen early in the selection path. This pattern also indicates there is some

similarity between characteristic selection through cardinality constraints and testing characteristics’

statistical independence. Characteristics that are informative and statistically independent sources

of information about expected returns should have coefficients that remain bounded away from zero

as the number of included characteristics grows. This is exactly the empirical pattern observed for

characteristics selected relatively early by the cardinality constrained model.

5 Conclusion

I show characteristic-sparse SDFs chosen via cardinality constraints price the cross-section of

expected returns quite well relative to other characteristic-sparse and factor-sparse methods for

the same task. The strong performance of the paper’s methods is specifically due to the paper’s

use of cardinality constraints to construct sparse SDFs from large panels of characteristic-sorted

portfolios. Cardinality constraints directly specify the number of assets to include in an SDF.

And, the resulting optimization problems find the best K assets from a larger panel of N with

which to construct an SDF. When characteristic-sparse SDF estimation is conducted via cardinality

constraints, the the resulting SDFs perform better than characteristic-sparse SDFs formed with the

lasso and elastic net models. And, the models perform better than factor-sparse SDFs produced

from the principal components of a given asset panel. The paper’s results also give and direct and

positive answers to several major empirical questions regarding the relationship between expected

returns and firm characteristics. Historically, small factor models using a handful of characteristics

have been successful empirically and for the purpose of guiding theory. This paper’s methods

indicate characteristic-sparse methods continue to be quite promising for pricing the cross-section

despite the rapidly growing number of firm characteristics associated with expected returns.
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Table 1: Characteristic-sorted portfolio panels included in the paper’s empirical results. We use a
panel’s training sample to estimate stochastic discount factor coefficients, select free parameters
via cross-validation, and estimate loadings for principal component transformations of the asset
panels. We use each panel’s testing sample to compute statistics reported in the paper’s results, e.g.
out-of-sample Sharpe ratios. The portfolios’ construction is briefly summarized in the rightmost
column. We use the 152 portfolios from Chen and Zimmermann (2021) with non-missing data as of
1975. The other 53 portfolios from Chen and Zimmermann (2021) have missing observations after
1975.

Portfolios Reference Training Sample Testing Sample Portfolio Construction

25 size and book-to-market Fama and French (1992) 1963-1992 1993-2021 Value-weight, 5x5
11 anomaly long-short Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) 1976-1998 1999-2020 Value-weight, 10 minus 1
152 open source long-short Chen and Zimmermann (2021) 1975-1996 1997-2020 Value-weight, 10 minus 1
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7 Figures
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Figure 1: Sharpe ratios for characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated via cardinality constrained regression,
lasso regression, and elastic net regression. SDF loadings are estimated with the first half of each
panel. Sharpe ratios are reported for SDF returns over second half of each panel. The `2 regularization
parameter is chosen by three-fold cross-validation for the cardinality constraint and elastic net
models. The `1 regularization parameter is chosen to produce an SDF with a specific number of
non-zero SDF coefficients for the lasso and elastic net models. The x-axis reports results for SDFs
with a given number of non-zero SDF coefficients. The y-axis reports the SDFs’ out-of-sample
Sharpe ratio estimates.
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Figure 2: Bootstrapped Sharpe ratios for characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated via cardinality
constrained regression, lasso regression, and elastic net regression. Each step of the bootstrap
procedure partitions a panel’s observations into a training sample and testing sample. The training
sample is used to estimate SDF coefficients and tune regularization parameters. Sharpe ratios are
computed from SDF returns over the testing sample. The Sharpe ratios reported below are averages
of the individual simulations’ testing sample Sharpe ratios. The bootstrap procedure comes from
Fama and French (2018).
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Figure 3: The percent of bootstrap samples where the cardinality constrained SDF’s Sharpe ratio is
greater than or equal to the other models’ Sharpe ratios. The figure’s x-axis specifies the SDFs’
number of non-zero coefficients. SDF coefficients and parameter tuning are conducted with each
bootstrap’s training sample. Sharpe ratios are computed with each bootstrap’s testing sample. A
value above 50% indicates the cardinality constrained model’s Sharpe ratio is greater than another
model’s Sharpe ratio on more than half of the bootstrapped samples. A value below 50% means
the cardinality constrained model’s Sharpe ratio is less than another model’s Sharpe ratio for more
than half of the bootstrapped samples. The bootstrap procedure and statistic are from Fama and
French (2018).
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Figure 4: Intercepts from time-series regressions renet
t = α+ βrcard

t + et. The regressions’ left-hand
side is the elastic net model. The regressions’ right-hand side is the cardinality constrained model.
Both models’ ridge regularization parameters are selected to maximize validation-sample Sharpe
ratios generated by three-fold cross-validation. The elastic net model’s `1 regularization parameter
is selected so that the resulting SDF coefficients have a given number of non-zero entries. Cross-
validation and coefficient estimation use the first half of each panel. Time-series regressions use
SDF returns from the second half of each panel. Solid lines in the figures below are the regression
intercepts’ point estimates. The dashed lines are 99% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5: Intercepts from time-series regressions rlasso
t = α+ βrcard

t + et. The regressions’ left-hand
side is the lasso. The regressions’ right-hand side is the cardinality constrained model. The lasso’s
`1 parameter is chosen so that the model’s SDF coefficients have a specific number of non-zero
values. The cardinality constrained model’s ridge regularization parameter is chosen by three-fold
cross-validation. SDF coefficients and cross-validation are conducted with the first half of each
panel’s sample. Time-series regressions use SDF returns from the second half of each panel. The
x-axis reports results for SDF specifications with a given number of non-zero components. The solid
line represents the intercept’s point estimate. The dashed lines are 99% confidence intervals.
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Figure 6: Intercepts from time-series regressions rcard
t = α+ βrlasso

t + et. The regression’s left-hand
side is the cardinality constrained SDF’s monthly returns. The regression’s right-hand side is
the lasso SDF’s monthly returns. The lasso’s `1 parameter is chosen so that the model’s SDF
coefficients have a specific number of non-zero values. The cardinality constrained model’s ridge
regularization parameter is chosen by three-fold cross-validation. SDF coefficients and cross-
validation are conducted with the first half of each panel’s sample. Time-series regressions use SDF
returns from the second half of each panel. The x-axis reports results for SDF specifications with a
given number of non-zero components. The solid line represents the intercept’s point estimate. The
dashed lines are 99% confidence intervals.
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Figure 7: Intercepts from time-series regressions rcard
t = α+ βrenet

t + et. The regression’s left-hand
side is the cardinality constrained SDF’s monthly returns. The regression’s right-hand side is
the elastic net SDF’s monthly returns. The models’ ridge regularization parameters are chosen
by three-fold cross-validation. The elastic net’s `1 parameter is chosen so that the model’s SDF
coefficients have a specific number of non-zero values. SDF coefficients and cross-validation are
conducted with the first half of each panel’s sample. Time-series regressions use SDF returns from
the second half of each panel. The x-axis reports results for SDF specifications with a given number
of non-zero components. The solid line represents the intercept’s point estimate. The dashed lines
are 99% confidence intervals.
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Figure 8: Intercepts from time-series regressions rcard
t = α + β1r

enet
t + β2r

lasso
t + et. The models’

ridge regularization parameters are chosen by three-fold cross-validation. The lasso and elastic net
`1 parameters are chosen so that the models’ SDF coefficients have a specific number of non-zero
values. SDF coefficients and cross-validation are conducted with the first half of each panel’s sample.
Time-series regressions use SDF returns from the second half of each panel. The x-axis reports
results for SDF specifications with a given number of non-zero components. The solid line represents
the intercept’s point estimate. The dashed lines are 99% confidence intervals.
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Figure 9: Sharpe ratios for characteristic-sparse and factor-sparse SDFs estimated via cardinality
constrained regression. The characteristic-sparse specification estimates SDF coefficients for each of
the characteristic-sorted portfolio panels. The factor-sparse specification estimates SDF coefficients
for the principal components taken from a PCA transformation of each panel’s returns. The figures
also report results for SDFs produced with each panel’s first k principal components. All parameters
involved in SDF coefficient estimation are estimated with the first half of each panel’s sample. Sharpe
ratios are computed from monthly returns for the SDFs over the second half of the sample. For
the characteristic-sparse specification, the x-axis represents the number of characteristic portfolios
with non-zero coefficients in the SDF specification. For the factor-sparse specifications, the x-axis
represents the number of principal components with non-zero coefficients in the SDF specification.
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Figure 10: Bootstrapped Sharpe ratios for characteristic-sparse and factor-sparse SDFs estimated via
cardinality constrained regression. The characteristic-sparse specification estimates SDF coefficients
for each of the characteristic-sorted portfolio panels. The factor-sparse specification estimates SDF
coefficients for the principal components taken from a PCA transformation of each panel’s returns.
The sequential-PCA results represent an SDF built with the first K principal components from a
given panel. Each step of the bootstrap procedure partitions a panel’s observations into a training
sample and testing sample. The training sample is used to estimate SDF coefficients and tune
regularization parameters. Sharpe ratios are computed from SDF returns over the testing sample.
The Sharpe ratios reported below are averages of the individual simulations’ testing sample Sharpe
ratios.
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Figure 11: The percent of bootstrap samples where the characteristic-sparse SDF’s Sharpe ratio is
greater than or equal to the factor-sparse SDFs’ Sharpe ratios. The characteristic-sparse SDF is
estimated via cardinality constrained regression with the characteristic-sorted portfolio panels. The
factor-sparse SDFs are estimated with principal component transformations of the characteristic-
sorted portfolios. SDF coefficients, ridge regularization parameters, and principal component
transformations are estimated with each bootstrap’s training sample. Sharpe ratios are computed
SDF returns from each bootstrap’s testing sample. A value above 50% indicates the characteristic-
sparse SDF’s Sharpe ratio is greater than one of the factor-sparse SDFs’ Sharpe ratios on more than
half of the bootstrapped samples.
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Figure 12: Intercepts from time-series regressions rpca
t = α+βrcard

t +et. Variable rcard
t is the monthly

return for the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained model. Variable rpca
t is the monthly return

for an SDF built with the first k principal components of a given panel. The characteristic-sparse
specification estimates an SDF with each panel’s given portfolios. The factor-sparse specification
estimates SDFs with principal component transformations of the panels. All model parameters
are estimated with the first half of each panel. Time-series regressions use SDF returns from the
second half of each panel. The x-axis reports results for SDF specifications with a given number of
nonzero coefficients. The solid line represents the intercept’s point estimate. The dashed lines are
99% confidence intervals.
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Figure 13: Intercepts from time-series regressions rcard−pca
t = α+ βrcard

t + et. Variable rcard
t is the

monthly return for the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained model. Variable rcard−pca
t is

the monthly return for the factor-sparse cardinality constrained model. The characteristic-sparse
specification estimates an SDF with each panel’s given portfolios. The factor-sparse specification
estimates SDFs with principal component transformations of the panels. All model parameters
are estimated with the first half of each panel. Time-series regressions use SDF returns from the
second half of each panel. The x-axis reports results for SDF specifications with a given number of
nonzero coefficients. The solid line represents the intercept’s point estimate. The dashed lines are
99% confidence intervals.
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Figure 14: Intercepts from time-series regressions rcard
t = α+βrpca

t +et. Variable rcard
t is the monthly

return for the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained model. Variable rpca
t is the monthly return

for an SDF built with the first k principal components of a given panel. The characteristic-sparse
specification estimates an SDF with each panel’s given portfolios. The factor-sparse specification
estimates SDFs with principal component transformations of the panels. All model parameters
are estimated with the first half of each panel. Time-series regressions use SDF returns from the
second half of each panel. The x-axis reports results for SDF specifications with a given number of
nonzero coefficients. The solid line represents the intercept’s point estimate. The dashed lines are
99% confidence intervals.
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Figure 15: Intercepts from time-series regressions rcard
t = α+ βrcard−pca

t + et. Variable rcard
t is the

monthly return for the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained model. Variable rcard−pca
t is

the monthly return for the factor-sparse cardinality constrained model. The characteristic-sparse
specification estimates an SDF with each panel’s given portfolios. The factor-sparse specification
estimates SDFs with principal component transformations of the panels. All model parameters
are estimated with the first half of each panel. Time-series regressions use SDF returns from the
second half of each panel. The x-axis reports results for SDF specifications with a given number of
nonzero coefficients. The solid line represents the intercept’s point estimate. The dashed lines are
99% confidence intervals.
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Figure 16: Intercepts from time-series regressions rcard
t = α+ β1r

card−pca
t + β2r

pca
t + et. Variable

rcard
t is the monthly return for the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained model. Variable
rcard−pca

t is the monthly return for the factor-sparse cardinality constrained model. Variable rpca
t

is the monthly return for an SDF built with the first k principal components of a given panel.
The characteristic-sparse specification estimates an SDF with each panel’s given portfolios. The
factor-sparse specifications estimate SDFs with principal component transformations of the panels.
All model parameters are estimated with the first half of each panel. Time-series regressions use
SDF returns from the second half of each panel. The x-axis reports results for SDF specifications
with a given number of nonzero coefficients. The solid line represents the intercept’s point estimate.
The dashed lines are 99% confidence intervals.
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Table 2: The order size and book-to-market portfolios from Fama and French (1992) are assigned
nonzero coefficients by the cardinality constrained model. The small and high book-to-market
portfolio is first assigned a nonzero coefficient. The ME5 BM3 portfolio is assigned a nonzero
coefficient last. Portfolios with the same selection order value are assigned their initial nonzero
coefficients in the same specification. Gaps in the selection order values are due to portfolios being
assigned initial nonzero coefficients in the same specification.

Portfolio Selection Order

SMALL HiBM 1
SMALL LoBM 2
ME1 BM4 3
ME2 BM1 4
ME2 BM4 4
ME3 BM4 6
ME2 BM5 7
ME2 BM3 8
ME4 BM2 9
ME4 BM4 10
ME3 BM1 10
ME3 BM5 12
ME3 BM3 13
ME4 BM5 14
ME2 BM2 15
ME1 BM2 15
BIG LoBM 17
ME3 BM2 17
ME1 BM3 19
ME4 BM1 19
ME4 BM3 21
ME5 BM4 22
BIG HiBM 23
ME5 BM2 24
ME5 BM3 25
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Table 3: The order characteristic portfolios from Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) are assigned nonzero
coefficients by the cardinality constrained model. The first selected characteristic is twelve month
momentum. The last selected characteristic is IndIPO. Characteristics with the same selection
order value are assigned their initial nonzero coefficients in the same specification. Gaps in the
selection order values are due to characteristics being assigned initial nonzero coefficients in the
same specification.

Characteristic Selection Order

Mom12m 1
Accruals 2
OScore 3
AssetGrowth 4
Investment 5
GP 6
NOA 7
roaq 7
FailureProb 9
CompEquIss 10
IndIPO 11
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Table 4: The order characteristic-sorted portfolios from Chen and Zimmermann (2021) are assigned
nonzero coefficients by the cardinality constrained model. The first selected characteristic is
IndRetBig. The last selected characteristic shown in the table is CBOperProf. Results are shown
for the first 74 characteristics given nonzero coefficients. Gaps in the selection order values are due
to characteristics being assigned initial nonzero coefficients in the same specification.

Characteristic Selection Order Characteristic Selection Order

IndRetBig 1 EquityDuration 37
STreversal 2 PS 37
IntMom 3 OScore 37
IdioVol3F 4 MomRev 37
Mom6m 5 MomOffSeason 37
IntanCFP 6 IndMom 43
AnnouncementReturn 7 RDAbility 44
Mom12m 7 OperProf 45
MomSeason 7 roaq 46
PayoutYield 10 DivYieldST 47
DivSeason 10 VolMkt 48
BM 12 GP 49
DolVol 13 MomOffSeason11YrPlus 50
IdioRisk 14 ChTax 50
MomSeason11YrPlus 14 AccrualsBM 52
IntanBM 16 SP 53
RIO_MB 17 ResidualMomentum 53
MaxRet 18 Mom12mOffSeason 55
Cash 19 XFIN 55
zerotrade 19 Coskewness 57
Beta 19 dNoa 57
IdioVolAHT 19 MomSeason06YrPlus 59
Illiquidity 19 BMdec 60
AdExp 24 AssetGrowth 61
OperProfRD 25 ReturnSkew 62
ReturnSkew3F 25 NetPayoutYield 63
Frontier 27 Price 63
MomVol 28 High52 63
Size 29 NetDebtPrice 66
ShortInterest 29 DelFINL 67
Spinoff 31 OrgCap 68
FirmAgeMom 31 OPLeverage 68
MomSeasonShort 31 RevenueSurprise 68
VarCF 34 tang 68
BetaTailRisk 34 DivInit 72
std_turn 34 AbnormalAccruals 73
NetEquityFinance 37 CBOperProf 73
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Figure 17: Cardinality constrained model SDF coefficients for the twenty five size and book-to-market
portfolios from Fama and French (1992). SDF coefficients and ridge regularization parameters are
estimated with the first half of the panel’s returns. The ridge regularization coefficient is chosen
to maximize the validation sample Sharpe ratio produced by three-fold cross validation. Each row
of the figure’s y-axis reports SDF coefficients for a specific portfolio. The portfolios’ order on the
y-axis corresponds to the order in which the portfolios are given nonzero SDF coefficients by the
cardinality constrained model. The top-most portfolio is the first portfolio assigned a nonzero
coefficient. The bottom-most portfolio is assigned a non-zero coefficient last. The x-axis reports
results for SDFs with a given number of nonzero coefficients. Large, positive coefficients are dark
blue. Large, negative coefficients are dark red. Zero coefficients are white.
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Figure 18: Cardinality constrained model SDF coefficients for the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017)
portfolios. SDF coefficients and ridge regularization parameters are estimated with the first half of
the panel’s returns. The ridge regularization coefficient is chosen to maximize the validation sample
Sharpe ratio produced by three-fold cross validation. Each row of the figure’s y-axis reports SDF
coefficients for a specific portfolio. The portfolios’ order on the y-axis corresponds to the order in
which the portfolios are given nonzero SDF coefficients by the cardinality constrained model. The
top-most portfolio is the first portfolio assigned a nonzero coefficient. The bottom-most portfolio
is assigned a non-zero coefficient last. The x-axis reports results for SDFs with a given number of
nonzero coefficients. Large, positive coefficients are dark blue. Large, negative coefficients are dark
red. Zero coefficients are white.
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Figure 19: Cardinality constrained model SDF coefficients for the Chen and Zimmermann (2021)
portfolios. SDF coefficients and ridge regularization parameters are estimated with the first half of
the panel’s returns. The ridge regularization coefficient is chosen to maximize the validation sample
Sharpe ratio produced by three-fold cross validation. Each row of the figure’s y-axis reports SDF
coefficients for a specific portfolio. The portfolios’ order on the y-axis corresponds to the order in
which the portfolios are given nonzero SDF coefficients by the cardinality constrained model. The
top-most portfolio is the first portfolio assigned a nonzero coefficient. The bottom-most portfolio is
assigned a non-zero coefficient last. The 92 portfolios with initial nonzero coefficients occurring after
the sixtieth nonzero coefficient are omitted from the figure. The x-axis reports results for SDFs with
a given number of nonzero coefficients. Large, positive coefficients are dark blue. Large, negative
coefficients are dark red. Zero coefficients are white.
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A Additional results for characteristic-sparse SDF time-series re-
gressions
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Figure A.1: Time-series regression results for the specification renet
t = α + βrcard

t + et for the
Fama and French (1992) portfolio panel. Variables renet

t and rcard
t represent the monthly returns

of characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated with the elastic net and cardinality constrained regression
models. SDF coefficients are estimated on the first half of the portfolio panel’s sample. SDF returns
from the second half of the panel are used to compute the time-series regression results shown below.
Each figure reports results for a standard regression quantity of interest along the y-axis. Each
figure’s x-axis specifies results for SDF returns with a given number of non-zero coefficients. The
regression intercepts are reported in the body of the paper.
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Figure A.2: Time-series regression results for the specification renet
t = α + βrcard

t + et for the
Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) portfolio panel. Variables renet

t and rcard
t represent the monthly returns

of characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated with the elastic net and cardinality constrained regression
models. SDF coefficients are estimated on the first half of the portfolio panel’s sample. SDF returns
from the second half of the panel are used to compute the time-series regression results shown below.
Each figure reports results for a standard regression quantity of interest along the y-axis. Each
figure’s x-axis specifies results for SDF returns with a given number of non-zero coefficients. The
regression intercepts are reported in the body of the paper.
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Figure A.3: Time-series regression results for the specification renet
t = α+ βrcard

t + et for the Chen
and Zimmermann (2021) portfolio panel. Variables renet

t and rcard
t represent the monthly returns

of characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated with the elastic net and cardinality constrained regression
models. SDF coefficients are estimated on the first half of the portfolio panel’s sample. SDF returns
from the second half of the panel are used to compute the time-series regression results shown below.
Each figure reports results for a standard regression quantity of interest along the y-axis. Each
figure’s x-axis specifies results for SDF returns with a given number of non-zero coefficients. The
regression intercepts are reported in the body of the paper.
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Figure A.4: Time-series regression results for the specification rlasso
t = α + βrcard

t + et for the
Fama and French (1992) portfolio panel. Variables rlasso

t and rcard
t represent the monthly returns of

characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated with the lasso and cardinality constrained regression models.
SDF coefficients are estimated on the first half of the portfolio panel’s sample. SDF returns from
the second half of the panel are used to compute the time-series regression results shown below.
Each figure reports results for a standard regression quantity of interest along the y-axis. Each
figure’s x-axis specifies results for SDF returns with a given number of non-zero coefficients. The
regression intercepts are reported in the body of the paper.
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Figure A.5: Time-series regression results for the specification rlasso
t = α + βrcard

t + et for the
Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) portfolio panel. Variables rlasso

t and rcard
t represent the monthly

returns of characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated with the lasso and cardinality constrained regression
models. SDF coefficients are estimated on the first half of the portfolio panel’s sample. SDF returns
from the second half of the panel are used to compute the time-series regression results shown below.
Each figure reports results for a standard regression quantity of interest along the y-axis. Each
figure’s x-axis specifies results for SDF returns with a given number of non-zero coefficients. The
regression intercepts are reported in the body of the paper.
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Figure A.6: Time-series regression results for the specification rlasso
t = α+ βrcard

t + et for the Chen
and Zimmermann (2021) portfolio panel. Variables rlasso

t and rcard
t represent the monthly returns

of characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated with the lasso and cardinality constrained regression models.
SDF coefficients are estimated on the first half of the portfolio panel’s sample. SDF returns from
the second half of the panel are used to compute the time-series regression results shown below.
Each figure reports results for a standard regression quantity of interest along the y-axis. Each
figure’s x-axis specifies results for SDF returns with a given number of non-zero coefficients. The
regression intercepts are reported in the body of the paper.
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B Additional bootstrap results for characteristic portfolios
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Figure B.1: The percent of bootstrap samples where the cardinality constrained SDF’s Sharpe ratio
is greater than or equal to the Sharpe ratios of both the lasso and elastic net models. The figure’s
x-axis specifies the SDFs’ number of non-zero coefficients. SDF coefficients and parameter tuning are
conducted with each bootstrap’s training sample. Sharpe ratios are computed with each bootstrap’s
testing sample. A value above 50% indicates the cardinality constrained model’s Sharpe ratio is
greater than the Sharpe ratios of both the lasso and elastic net models across more than 50% of the
bootstrap samples. A value below 50% means the cardinality constrained model’s Sharpe ratio is
less than the Sharpe ratios of both the lasso and elastic net models across more than 50% of the
bootstrap samples. The bootstrap procedure and statistic are from Fama and French (2018).
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Figure B.2: Median bootstrap Sharpe ratios for characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated with the
cardinality constrained regression model, lasso regression model, and elastic net regression model.
Each step of the bootstrap procedure partitions a panel’s observations into a training sample and
testing sample. The training sample is used to estimate SDF coefficients and tune regularization
parameters. Sharpe ratios are computed from SDF returns over the testing sample. The Sharpe
ratios reported below are medians of the individual simulations’ testing sample Sharpe ratios. The
bootstrap procedure comes from Fama and French (2018).
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Figure B.3: Minimum bootstrap Sharpe ratios for characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated with the
cardinality constrained regression model, lasso regression model, and elastic net regression model.
Each step of the bootstrap procedure partitions a panel’s observations into a training sample and
testing sample. The training sample is used to estimate SDF coefficients and tune regularization
parameters. Sharpe ratios are computed from SDF returns over the testing sample. The Sharpe
ratios reported below are minimums of the individual simulations’ testing sample Sharpe ratios.
The bootstrap procedure comes from Fama and French (2018).
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Figure B.4: Maximum bootstrap Sharpe ratios for characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated with the
cardinality constrained regression model, lasso regression model, and elastic net regression model.
Each step of the bootstrap procedure partitions a panel’s observations into a training sample and
testing sample. The training sample is used to estimate SDF coefficients and tune regularization
parameters. Sharpe ratios are computed from SDF returns over the testing sample. The Sharpe
ratios reported below are maximums of the individual simulations’ testing sample Sharpe ratios.
The bootstrap procedure comes from Fama and French (2018).
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Figure B.5: Standard deviations of bootstrap Sharpe ratios for characteristic-sparse SDFs estimated
with the cardinality constrained regression model, lasso regression model, and elastic net regression
model. Each step of the bootstrap procedure partitions a panel’s observations into a training sample
and testing sample. The training sample is used to estimate SDF coefficients and tune regularization
parameters. Sharpe ratios are computed from SDF returns over the testing sample. The standard
deviations reported below are computed over the bootstrap simulations’ testing sample Sharpe
ratios. The bootstrap procedure comes from Fama and French (2018).
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C Additional results for factor portfolios
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Figure C.1: The percent of bootstrap samples where the cardinality constrained model’s Sharpe
ratio is greater than or equal to one of the factor-based SDF models’ Sharpe ratios. The x-axis
reports results for models’ constrained to include a specific number of characteristic portfolios. The
statistic and bootstrap procedure are from Fama and French (2018). Implementation details are
available in section 3.3. A value above 50% means the characteristic-sparse cardinality constrained
model produces Sharpe ratios greater than or equal to factor-sparse models’ Sharpe ratios for more
than 50% of the bootstrap samples.
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Figure C.2: Median bootstrap Sharpe ratios for characteristic-sparse and factor-sparse SDFs
estimated via cardinality constrained regression. The characteristic-sparse specification estimates
SDF coefficients for each of the characteristic-sorted portfolio panels. The factor-sparse specification
estimates SDF coefficients for the principal components taken from a PCA transformation of each
panel’s returns. The sequential-PCA results represent an SDF built with the first K principal
components from a given panel. Each step of the bootstrap procedure partitions a panel’s observations
into a training sample and testing sample. The training sample is used to estimate SDF coefficients
and tune regularization parameters. Sharpe ratios are computed from SDF returns over the testing
sample. The Sharpe ratios reported below are medians of the individual simulations’ testing sample
Sharpe ratios.
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Figure C.3: Maximum bootstrap Sharpe ratios for characteristic-sparse and factor-sparse SDFs
estimated via cardinality constrained regression. The characteristic-sparse specification estimates
SDF coefficients for each of the characteristic-sorted portfolio panels. The factor-sparse specification
estimates SDF coefficients for the principal components taken from a PCA transformation of each
panel’s returns. The sequential-PCA results represent an SDF built with the first K principal
components from a given panel. Each step of the bootstrap procedure partitions a panel’s observations
into a training sample and testing sample. The training sample is used to estimate SDF coefficients
and tune regularization parameters. Sharpe ratios are computed from SDF returns over the testing
sample. The Sharpe ratios reported below are maximums of the individual simulations’ testing
sample Sharpe ratios.
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Figure C.4: Minimum bootstrap Sharpe ratios for characteristic-sparse and factor-sparse SDFs
estimated via cardinality constrained regression. The characteristic-sparse specification estimates
SDF coefficients for each of the characteristic-sorted portfolio panels. The factor-sparse specification
estimates SDF coefficients for the principal components taken from a PCA transformation of each
panel’s returns. The sequential-PCA results represent an SDF built with the first K principal
components from a given panel. Each step of the bootstrap procedure partitions a panel’s observations
into a training sample and testing sample. The training sample is used to estimate SDF coefficients
and tune regularization parameters. Sharpe ratios are computed from SDF returns over the testing
sample. The Sharpe ratios reported below are minimums of the individual simulations’ testing
sample Sharpe ratios.
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Figure C.5: Standard deviations of bootstrap Sharpe ratios for characteristic-sparse and factor-
sparse SDFs estimated via cardinality constrained regression. The characteristic-sparse specification
estimates SDF coefficients for each of the characteristic-sorted portfolio panels. The factor-sparse
specification estimates SDF coefficients for the principal components taken from a PCA transfor-
mation of each panel’s returns. The sequential-PCA results represent an SDF built with the first
K principal components from a given panel. Each step of the bootstrap procedure partitions a
panel’s observations into a training sample and testing sample. The training sample is used to
estimate SDF coefficients and tune regularization parameters. Standard deviations reported below
are computed for the Sharpe ratios of SDF returns over the bootstraps’ testing samples.
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